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Abstract. RLLib is a lightweight C++ template library that implements
incremental, standard, and gradient temporal-difference learning algo-
rithms in reinforcement learning. It is an optimized library for robotic
applications and embedded devices that operates under fast duty cycles
(e.g., ≤30 ms). RLLib has been tested and evaluated on RoboCup 3D
soccer simulation agents, NAO V4 humanoid robots, and Tiva C series
launchpad microcontrollers to predict, control, learn behavior, and rep-
resent learnable knowledge.
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1 Overview

The RoboCup initiative presents a real-time, dynamic, complex, adversarial, and
stochastic multi-agent environments for agents to learn and reason about differ-
ent problems [10]. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a framework that provides
a set of tools to design sophisticated and hard-to-engineer behaviors [11]. RL
agents naturally formalize their learning goals in two layers: (1) physical layers
– where controlling or predicting of functions relate to sensorimotor interac-
tions such as walking, kicking, so forth; and (2) decision layers – with dynami-
cally emerging behaviors through actions, options, or knowledge representations.
Therefore, the RL paradigm includes controlling and prediction; it also provides
means to represent highly expressive knowledge using General Value Functions
(GVFs) from sensorimotor streams [14].

RLLib is a lightweight C++ template library that implements incremental,
standard, and gradient temporal-difference learning algorithms in RL to effec-
tively solve problems defined in physical and decision layers. The library is
designed and written specifically for robotic applications and embedded devices
such as RoboCup 3D soccer simulation agents, physical NAO V4 humanoid
robots, and Tiva C series launchpad microcontrollers that operate under fast
duty cycles. The library is first released on May 17, 2013 under the open source
license “Apache License, Version 2.0”, and the latest release version is v2.2.
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The main objective of this application paper is to describe the design, cor-
rectness, implementation, and efficacy of RLLib across multiple hardware plat-
forms. Henceforth, we have organized the paper as follows. Section 2 describes
the existing applications. A brief description on the implemented algorithms
and features are described in Sect. 3, while, the interpretations related to the
algorithms are summarized in Sect. 4. The main concepts of the framework is
described in Sect. 5. The experiments and evaluations are provides in the penul-
timate Sect. 6. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary and extensions
in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

There exist RL development platforms published by researchers for specific
RL problems and for general use. Notably, the most common RL develop-
ment platform is RL-GLUE1 with RL-LIBRARY2 packages [29]. It provides
a language-independent platform over text based massage passing among agents
and environments. RL-GLUE is being used in RL competitions in ICML and
NIPS workshops. PyBrain3 [19] and RLPy4 are libraries written in Python to
formulate and learn from RL problems. RL toolbox5, libpgrl6, YORLL7, and
rllib8 [8] are C++ based platforms to develop RL algorithms in different scenar-
ios, while CLSquare9 [9] is a standardized platform for testing RL problems with
on-policy batch controllers. BURLAP10 [7], PIQLE11 [6], MMF12, QCON13, and
RLPark14 are Java platforms that model and learn from RL problems. MDP
Toolbox15 is an Octave based RL development platform. dotRL16 [18] is a .NET
platform for rapid RL method development and validation.

RLLib is significantly differs from the existing platforms because of the
following: (1) the library is written and designed specifically for applications
and devices where limited computational resources are available. Therefore, the
memory footprint as well as the computational requirements that are needed by
the library have been optimized; (2) a configurable C++ template functions to
1 http://glue.rl-community.org.
2 http://library.rl-community.org.
3 http://pyrain.org/.
4 http://acl.mit.edu/RLPy/.
5 http://www.igi.tu-graz.ac.at/gerhard/ril-toolbox.
6 https://code.google.com/p/libpgrl/.
7 http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/rl/software.php.
8 http://malis.metz.supelec.fr/spip.php?article122.
9 http://ml.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/research/clsquare.

10 http://burlap.cs.brown.edu/.
11 http://piqle.sourceforge.net/.
12 http://mmlf.sourceforge.net/.
13 http://sourceforge.et/p/elsy/wiki/Home/.
14 http://rlpark.github.io/.
15 http://www7.inra.fr/mia/T/MDPtoolbox/.
16 http://sourceforge.net/projects/dotrl/.
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synchronize with application or device hardware requirements; (3) the library
emphasizes more on learnable knowledge representation and reasoning from sen-
sorimotor streams; (4) a clean and transparent API exists that enables users to
model their RL problems easily; and (5) a self-contained C++ template library
covers plethora of incremental, standard, and gradient temporal-difference learn-
ing algorithms in RL that is published to-date (e.g., [22,28]). Our library has
been successfully used in [1] to learn role assignment in RoboCup 3D soccer
simulation agents.

3 Features

RLLib implements and features: (1) off-policy prediction algorithms: (GTD(λ)
and GQ(λ)) [14]; (2) off-policy control algorithms: Greedy-GQ(λ) [14] and (Soft-
max GQ(λ) and Off-PAC) [5]; (3) on-policy algorithms: (TD(λ), SARSA(λ),
Expected SARSA(λ), and Actor-Critic (continuous and discrete actions, dis-
counted, averaged reward settings, so forth)) [25], (Alpha Bound TD(λ) and
SARSA(λ)) [3], and (True TD(λ) and SARSA(λ)) [21]; (4) incremental super-
vised learning algorithms: Adaline [2], (IDBD and Semi-Linear IDBD) [26], and
Auto-Step [17]; (5) discrete and continuous policies: (Random, Random X per-
cent bias, Greedy, ε-greedy, Boltzmann, Normal, and Softmax); (6) sparse feature
extractors (e.g., Tile Coding) with pluggable hash functions [25]; (7) an efficient
implementation of the dot product for sparse coder based feature representations;
(8) benchmark environments: (Mountain Car, Mountain Car 3D, Swinging Pen-
dulum, Helicopter, and Continuous Grid World) [25]; (9) optimization for very
fast duty cycles (e.g., using culling traces, RLLib is tested on the RoboCup 3D
simulator agents, physical NAO V4 humanoid robots, and Tiva C series launch-
pad microcontrollers); (10) a framework to design complex behaviors, predic-
tors, controllers, and represent highly expressive learnable knowledge represen-
tations in RL using GVFs; (11) a framework to visualize benchmark problems;
and (12) a plethora of examples demonstrating on-policy and off-policy control
experiments.

4 Prelude

The standard RL models an AI agent and its environment interactions in discrete
time steps t = 1, 2, 3, . . .. The agent senses the state of the world at each time
step St ∈ S and selects an action At ∈ A. One time step later the agent receives
a scalar reward Rt+1 ∈ R, and senses the state St+1 ∈ S. The rewards are
generated according to a reward function r : St+1 → R. The objective of the RL
is to learn a stochastic action-selection policy π : S × A → [0, 1], that gives the
probability of selecting each action in each state, such that the agent maximizes
rewards summed over the time steps [25].

An interpretation assigns semantics to a set of entities in a domain of dis-
course. In RL, a set of arbitrary value functions contains the entities over which
the interpretation is defined [14–16,27]. In this context, knowledge is represented
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as a large number of approximate value functions each with its: (1) target policy
(π); (2) pseudo-reward function (r : S → R); (3) pseudo-termination function
(γ : S → [0, 1]); and (4) pseudo-terminal-reward function (z : S → R).

The GVFs are defined over the four functions: π, γ, r, and z. However, γ func-
tion is more substantive than reward functions as the termination interrupts the
normal flow of state transitions. In pseudo mode, the standard termination is
omitted. As an example, in robotic soccer, a base problem can be defined as
duration in which a goal is scored by either teams. We can consider a pseudo-
termination has occurred when a striker is changed. A GVF with respect to a
state-action function is defined as qπ,γ,r,z(s, a). Therefore, these four functions
provide the meaning to the GVF in the form of a question.

In continuous state and action spaces, a value function is represented using a
function approximator, q̂, which amounts to a majority of problems encountered
in practice. As an example, in linear function approximation, there exists a
weight vector, θ ∈ R

N , to be learned. Hence, an approximate GVF is defined
as: q̂(s, a, θ) = θTφ(s, a), such that, q̂ : S × A × R

N → R. The weights are
learned using on/off-policy algorithms implemented in Sect. 3. The approximate
value function, q̂, is the answer to the question formed by its value function, q.
Therefore, the truth value of q is measured by q̂, which in return completes the
intended interpretation.

5 Platform

RLLib closely follows the design principles and recommendations presented in
[13,24]. The development of the library has taken significant efforts to mini-
mize memory footprint as well as computational requirements that are requested
by RL problems. Since RLLib specifically emphasizes on learnable knowledge
representation and reasoning, it has been modularized based on on-policy and
off-policy RL methods. In addition, RLLib provides implementation of incre-
mental supervised learning algorithms that can be used simultaneously with RL
problems.

Listings 1 and 2 provide the minimal pseudo-code to setup on/off-policy
RL agents. The controlling, behavior learning, and learnable knowledge repre-
sentation problems should use "ControlAlgorithm.h" header file. The algo-
rithms related to predictions and supervised learning problems are implemented
in "PredictorAlgorithm.h" and "SupervisedAlgorithm.h" header files. All
C++ templates implemented in the library are under the namespace RLLib, and
use a single parameter T. This parameter could be a C++ primitive type as shown
in Listings 1 and 2 or a complex object defined by the user. It is our experience
that majority of RL problems can be defined using a primitive type. Devices
such as Tiva C launchpad microcontrollers supports single precision floating
point representations. Therefore, the templates should be initialized with float
primitive type.
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// -------------------------------------------------
1 include "ControlAlgorithm.h"
2 include "RL.h"
3 using namespace RLLib;

// RL Problem --------------------------------------
4 RLProblem<double>* problem = ...;

// Projector ---------------------------------------
5 Hashing<double>* hashing = ...;
6 Projector<double>* projector = ...;
7 StateToStateAction<double>* toStateAction = ...;

// Predictor ---------------------------------------
8 Trace<double>* e = ...;
9 GQ<double>* gq = ...;

// Policies π and πb -----------------------------
10 Policy<double>* target = ...;
11 Policy<double>* behavior =...;
// -------------------------------------------------
12
13
// Controller --------------------------------------
14 OffPolicyControlLearner<double>* control = ...;
// Runner ------------------------------------------
15 RLAgent<double>* agent = ...;
16 Simulator<double>* sim = ...;
17 sim->run(); // OR sim->step();
// -------------------------------------------------

Listing 1: Pseudo-code for action-value
methods.

// -------------------------------------------------
1 include "ControlAlgorithm.h"
2 include "RL.h"
3 using namespace RLLib;

// RL Problem --------------------------------------
4 RLProblem<double>* problem = ...;

// Projectors --------------------------------------
5 Hashing<double>* hashing = ...;
6 Projector<double>* projector = ...;
7 StateToStateAction<double>* toStateAction = ...;

// Critic ------------------------------------------
8 Trace<double>* critice = ...;
9 GTDLambda<double>* critic = ...;

// Policies π and πb -----------------------------
10 PolicyDistribution<double>* target = ...;
11 Policy<double>* behavior =...;
// Actor -------------------------------------------
12 Traces<double>* actoreTraces = ...;
13 ActorOffPolicy<double>* actor = ...;
// Controller --------------------------------------
14 OffPolicyControlLearner<double>* control = ...;
// Runner ------------------------------------------
15 RLAgent<double>* agent = ...;
16 Simulator<double>* sim = ...;
17 sim->run(); // OR sim->step();
// -------------------------------------------------

Listing 2: Pseudo-code for policy gradi-
ent methods .

In line 4, we define the RL problem using an instance of the template
RLProblem<T>. This template as well as RLAgent<T> and Simulator<T> (lines
15-16) templates are defined in "RL.h" header file. An instance of the template
Projector<T> (line 6) extracts features from the state variables. These features
are part of a function approximation architecture (linear or non-linear), e.g.,
tile based sparse features [25, Sect. 8.3.2] or compact features [12], suitable for
the problem. Some feature extractors require a hashing function, that is defined
in line 5. For action-value functions, the features could also include actions (or
options), that is defined in StateToStateAction<T> (line 7). In Listing 1, lines
8-9 define the predictor, which is used in off-policy controller (line 14), while
Listing 2 defines the critic that is used in the actor-critic controller. Lines 12-13
in Listing 2 define the actor for the prior controller. Lines 10-11 define the target
policy (the smooth policy distributions in Listing 2) and the behavior policy. Line
15 defines the RL agent that is used in the simulator (line 16) simultaneously
with the RL problem.

In simulations (e.g., [23]), specifically when the simulator has the control
over the perception-actuation cycles, the runner is executed with run() in line
17. In practical problems (e.g., [20]), where the agents and the environments
run on disjoint processes, the runner will wait for the percepts, then updates
the agent, which in return transmits the actions to the environment. In such
situations, the runner is executed with step() in line 17. It is to be noted that
either in simulations or in practical problems the runner will execute the same
update steps, such that, the user will experience the same set of execution steps.
A practitioner can construct the C++ objects in lines 4-16 in an initialization
subroutine, and execute line 17 in a subroutine that calls in every duty cycle.

There are complex combination of RL algorithms used in practice. RLLib
allows many combination of these algorithms by changing a few lines of code
in Listings 1 and 2. For example, in oder to implement on-policy action-value
methods, a practitioner can change the predictor in line 9 to Sarsa<T> and
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Fig. 1. Step update times in millisec-
onds. The thick error bars (blue) show
the step time for Intel ATOM, while
the thin error bars (red) show the step
update time for Intel CORE–i7 (Color
figure online).
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the controller in line 14 to OnPolicyControlLearner<T> in Listing 1. Similarly,
different combination of RL algorithms can be included in Listing 2 for actor-
critic, and parameterized policies.

6 Experiments

This section provides experiments: (1) to validate the effectiveness of the library
across multiple hardware platforms; and (2) the ability to answer a subjectively
posed predictive question using the conceptualization of GVFs.

Figure 1 shows the step time in milliseconds, i.e., the time an algorithm
requires to update its parameters from the observations, for a set of benchmark
problems popular in RL literature. We have considered two hardware platforms:
(1) Intel CORE–i7 2.2GHz laptop; and (2) Intel ATOM 1.6GHz CPU available
on NAO humanoid robot. MC Sarsa, MC TrueSarsa, and MC OffPac represent
the two dimensional mountain car benchmark problem solved using sarsa, true
sarsa, and off-policy actor-critic algorithms. The reader is referred to [5,21,23]
that describe the problems, feature extractions, and parameter settings respec-
tively. MC3 Gq describes the three dimensional mountain car [30] solved using
greedy-GQ algorithm [14]. SP Aac and CG OffPac represent swinging pendu-
lum and continuous grid-world problems solved using average [4] and off-policy
[5] actor-critic algorithms. Even though the step update on NAO platform is
on average 30.64 times slower than the laptop, the step update is suitable for
real-time operations (worst case time is approximately 1.5 ms).

Our second experiment poses a question of the form “How much time remain-
ing on NAO before the left knee temperature reaches above 80 ◦C?”. We have
configured a NAO robot to walk in the standard platform league soccer field. We
have started the robot in resting temperature, and stopped the experiment when
at least one of the joints reached the critical temperature (>80 ◦C). We have used
GQ(λ) [5] with the GVF question encoding: π(s,a) = 1, r(s) = 0.01, z(s) = 0 sec-
onds (we have queried the robot sensor values at 100 Hz), ∀s ∈ S, and γ(s) = 0
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if the left knee temperature is greater than 80 ◦C, otherwise γ(s) = 1. We have
used the answer encoding: λ(s) = 0.4, ∀s ∈ S and single tiling with 28 regions of
the effective temperature range (47 ◦C, 91 ◦C) with 512 memory (the size of the
feature, eligibility, and primary and secondary parameter vectors). We set the
two step size parameters to αv = 0.2 and αw = 0.000001. As shown in Fig. 2,
the agent has learned accurate predictions to shutdown from returns.

7 Conclusion

RLLib framework and its features, as presented in Sects. 1 and 5, have been
fully implemented, empirically tested, and released to public from project web-
site at: http://web.cs.miami.edu/home/saminda/rllib.html. In addition, RLLib
provides testbeds, intuitive visualization tools, and extension points for complex
combination of RL algorithms, agents, and environments. Compared to existing
platforms, RLLib has been successfully deployed in different hardware configura-
tions due to its low memory footprint and computational efficiency. The library
is also compatible with devices support by Energia, an open-source electronics
prototyping platform.
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